STACKS CORPORATE
Th e N e w R e s e a r c h E x p e r i e n ce

Create a New Research Experience
The direction and strategy of your organization depends on the research that drives it. Stacks is
a web-based content management system used to build, manage and host a dynamic research
portal empowering you to create a robust experience for you and your users through unique
integrations and exclusive functionality. Stacks provides the best in user experience, technology
and content; making it effortless for users to find what they need, directly from your research portal.
Stacks offers three levels, Stacks LITE, Stacks Core, and Stacks Premium.

What Set’s Stacks Apart?

What Set’s Stacks Apart for Users?

•• Feel confident in building a digital
research experience with topnotch features and technology
•• Provide a powerful search experience
through an exclusive EBSCO Discovery
Service ™ (EDS) integration*
•• Choose your level: select from Stacks
LITE, Stacks Core or Stacks Premium
•• Bring better visibility to your
resources through the Stacks Mobile
app (additional fees apply)

•• Research on-demand through responsive
design and optimal performance
on all devices and screen sizes
•• Seamlessly access the research
portal anytime, anywhere
•• Instantly search for and surface
premium content through EBSCO
Discovery Service ™ (EDS)
•• Translate portal content to their native
language via Google Translate

Connect with Ease
Stacks makes it simple to manage connections to third party tools and resources. It is easier than
ever to connect and discover content in meaningful and intuitive ways.
••
••
••
••
••

Authenticate with OpenAthens, ILS providers, and more
Connect to all your data sources such as EDS, catalogs, databases, and more
IP Whitelist available for onsite access to content
Google and Piwik Analytics integrations available
Manage and create an effective research portal through a user
friendly web-based content management system (CMS)
•• Save time in creating your portal with a turnkey and responsive CMS
and provide an optimal experience across all devices
•• Never worry about security issues, expensive upgrades or hosting by utilizing
the Stacks software as a service (SaaS) subscription benefits
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Search with Power
Stacks includes an exclusive integration with EBSCO Discovery Service ™ (EDS). EDS brings together
the most comprehensive collection of content including superior indexing from top subject indexes,
high-end full text and the entire collection - all within an unparalleled full-featured, customizable
discovery layer experience allowing researchers to find the right information, every time.
••
••
••
••

Access all resources from one search bar
Surface content and resources in just one click
Get relevant results every time
Link directly to the EDS interface or keep users within your website with unique search overlays
for a seamless user experience

Stacks Bento Search
Stacks Bento search allows information managers to curate search results specific to a user’s needs.
Stacks searches multiple APIs such as EDS, external catalogs and the local content simultaneously,
enabling you to group and present results to tailor your experience for your users.

Focus on Creating an Optimal Research Experience
Stacks is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), and that means that we take care of the maintenance
behind the scenes so you can focus on creating a great user experience.
••
••
••
••
••

Continuous deployment with a 99.9% uptime guarantee
Secure cloud hosting complete with backups, maintenance, and support
High performance, high availability
Real-time, integrated search results
Easily connected to third-party tools and data sets

Stacks Features
Below is a list of the features available for both Stacks core and Stacks Premium.
•• 24/7 support desk
•• Accessible
•• Adheres to user experience
best practices
•• Analytics integrations
•• Cover art integrations
•• Customizable themes
•• Database portal
•• Directory listings
•• Exclusive EDS integration *
* Must be subscribed to EDS

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

External catalogs
Filter vocabularies
Google Translate
Granular user roles
with moderation
Index Pages
Multi-Domain
Multi-Language support
(100+ languages)
Resource flows
Responsive design

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

RSS feeds
Share content between sites
Social media integrations
Supports a single website
or many locations
Supports third party
JavaScript widgets
Surveys and forms
Web security
And more...
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Going Mobile Has Never Been Easier
The Stacks Mobile app for iOS and Android offers an industry
leading mobile experience boasting rich integrations and
exclusive functionality including real-time, integrated search
results that connect users to the right content with a highly
configurable search.
When paired with the CMS web platform, the Stacks Mobile app
content is easy to manage and automatically updated when you
make changes within the CMS. Manage in-app registrations and
submissions in near real-time from your Stacks CMS.

App Features
Browse the library’s catalog(s) and:
•• Browsing and Discovery
•• Access Databases *
•• Manage the look and feel to
match your website *
* Must be subscribed to the CMS platform
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Take Research to the Next Level with Stacks Premium
Take your research portal to the next level with Stacks Premium. The premium offering includes
superior SaaS performance, advanced customization and the ability to harvest your internal
repositories, allowing users to search both paid content and internal documents side by side.

Superior SaaS Performance

Securely Manage Internal Repositories

••
••
••
••
••

•• Quickly and easily manage connections
to third party tools and resources
•• Reach content that is indexed both in and
outside EBSCO Discovery Service ™ (EDS)
•• Metadata optionally indexed in Discovery
•• Custom integrations available

Continuous deployment
99.99% uptime guarantee available
Secure cloud hosting
Increased security
High performance and availability

Enhanced Search

Customize Research

•• Expert searches
•• Saved searches
•• Top searches and more

•• Create and customize department specific
Dashboard with unique content and alerts
•• Users can create and manage folders of
materials for their research, add resources
to saved lists directly from search results
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Stacks Product Comparison
Features

Stacks

Stacks Premium

Stacks LITE

Content Management System (CMS)

✓

✓

✓

Customizable Aesthetics

✓

✓

✓

Responsive Design

✓

✓

✓

Integrated Catalog Search

✓

✓

✓

EBSCO Discovery Service TM (EDS) Integration

✓

✓

✓

Maintained SaaS - 99.9% Uptime Guaranteed and Hosting

✓

✓

✓

Authenticate with OpenAthens, ILS Providers and More

✓

✓

✓

Database Integration

✓

✓

✓

IP Whitelist

✓

✓

✓

Google Analytics, Translate, Places and Maps

✓

✓

✓*

Granular User Roles with Moderation

✓

✓

✓

Customizable Terminology

✓

✓

✓

Stacks Bento Search

✓

✓

✓

Native Mobile App

✓

✓

x

Visual Navigation Aids

✓

✓

x

Room Bookings

✓

✓

x

Event Management

✓

✓

x

Research Guides

✓

✓

x

Reserves

✓

✓

x

Multi-Domain

✓

✓

x

Multi-Language

✓

✓

x

Index Pages

✓

✓

x

Performance - 99.99% Uptime Guaranteed

x

✓

x

Integrate Internal Repositories

x

✓

x

Enhanced Search - Expert, Saved, and Top Searches

x

✓

x

Collaborative Research Including Multiple Dashboards

x

✓

x

Premium Features

* Excludes Google Places and Maps
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CONTACT US FOR A DEMO
www.StacksDiscovery.com
1-800-653-2726
information@ebsco.com

STACKS COMMUNITY

